Accelerated radiotherapy and larynx preservation in favorable-risk patients with T2 or worse hypopharyngeal cancer.
To evaluate the advantage of accelerated fractionation radiotherapy for patients with hypopharyngeal cancer requiring total laryngectomy. Seventy patients with previously untreated, technically resectable hypopharyngeal cancer who received larynx-preserving treatment with radiotherapy between April 1992 and June 2004 were analyzed. No patients had previous history of other malignancy or poor performance status that would possibly affect the outcomes. A total RT dose of > or = 60 Gy/6 weeks was determined depending on the tumor clearance during treatment before December 1998, and fixed to 70 Gy in all patients thereafter. Accelerated fractionation (70 Gy/<49 days) was completed in 35 patients during the latter period. Concomitant platinum-based chemotherapy was used in 41 patients after May 1998. Local control rates at 2 years were 72 and 68% for patients with T2 and T3/T4 disease, respectively. Patients who had received 70 Gy/<49 days achieved a better local control rate than those who had received other, more conservative total dose/overall treatment time with statistical significance (91% versus 50% at 2 years, P < 0.001). Multivariate analysis involving 70 Gy/<49 days of radiotherapy, T-classification (T2 versus T3/4), and use of chemotherapy revealed that administering 70 Gy/<7 weeks was the only independent prognostic factor (P = 0.007) for better local control. Our experience in radiotherapy for hypopharyngeal cancer mirrored the results of previously conducted large randomized trials for various head and neck cancers. Encouraging local control in this study warrants prospective study to test the long-term oncological and functional outcome of larynx-preserving treatment in patients with advanced but resectable volume of this disease.